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In Excess of  £700,000



Amberley Gardens

Epsom

Larger than most semi-detached homes
Three double bedrooms
Sought after location
Close proximity to excellent schools and mainline
station
Conservatory
Downstairs W.C
Utility room
Incredibley spacious family/living room
Potential to extend (STPP)

The property boasts an impressive size, larger than most semi-

detached homes in the area, providing ample space for

comfortable living. The interior features three double bedrooms,

perfect for growing families or those seeking extra guest space.

Situated in a sought-after location, this property offers the best

of both worlds – a peaceful residential area with close proximity

to excellent schools and a mainline station for easy commuting.

Step into the bright and inviting conservatory, providing a

delightful space to relax and unwind throughout the year. With

the convenience of a downstairs W.C and utility room, this home

is designed for practicality. The highlight is undoubtedly the

incredibly spacious family/living room, offering a versatile area

ideal for entertaining guests or simply enjoying quality family

time.

Opportunity presents itself with the potential to extend this

property, subject to planning permissions. The nearby Auriol

Park provides a picturesque setting for leisurely strolls and

outdoor activities, perfect for nature enthusiasts.



Amberley Gardens

Epsom

With the added benefit of an EV charging point, this home

is future-proofed to accommodate the growing popularity

of electric vehicles.

Moving outside, the property continues to impress with its

exceptional outdoor space. The rear garden is a true haven,

offering a tranquil escape from the hustle and bustle of

every-day life. With a well-maintained lawn and a variety

of plants and shrubs, this garden provides a stylish

backdrop for outdoor entertaining or a peaceful retreat to

enjoy a morning coffee. The front of the property also

benefits from its own private driveway, providing

convenient off-road parking for vehicles.

In summary, this property offers not only a spacious and

well-designed interior but also an enviable outside space.

With its desirable location, close proximity to excellent

amenities, and the potential for future expansion, this home

presents an unmissable opportunity for those seeking a

high quality of life in a sought-after area. Arrange a viewing

today to truly appreciate all that this property has to offer.

Council Tax band: E
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